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ABSTRACT : This situational analysis focuses on the current situation of one of the ancient nations  located 

at the horn of Africa which historically  stayed sovereign and resisted  colonization in the past. In fact, the 

situational analysis concentrates on the crises of  the two major sectors: political and healthcare. The  analysis of 

the political crisis posits audiences about  the  current worst situation in which Ethiopian incumbent government 

declared war on its own citizens in the name of a law enforcement operation  that has become an issue and 

 agenda of discussion for several  major actors of the international community members: intergovernmental , 

regional,religious and other   organizations even if only fragile ceasefire is reported. In addition, the healthcare 

crisis focuses on the pandemic that has been taking lives of millions;however, residents in Ethiopia have been 

protesting in group, participating  in the sport events, and rallying in groups without effective usage of the 

Personal Protective Equipment( PPE). Therefore, this  situational analysis discusses the hazardous situations 

related to the artificial dangers that need caution  to minimize the risk in order to  develop safety and security; 

and avoid multiple wars:civilwar;and  other  „wars within the war‟  in the national level, the  region,  and that 

 started to affect the world. Therefore, the situational analysis recommends collaborative and cooperative works 

with the implementation of appropriate strategies and tactics that can maintain  safety and security,promote 

justice ,and implement international order of the law in Ethiopia who is the member state of the United Nations 

since its establishment or foundation. No more crises! 

KEYWORDS: Criminal Justice, Healthcare crisis, International community, International law order, 

Pandemic, Political crisis ,Safety and Security, Sovereignty, ’wars within the war’. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 
This situational analysis focuses on two cases: COVID-19  and fault line war of  2020/21 in Ethiopia. Great to 

hear about the fragile ceasefire at the Northern Ethiopia;however,the only nation who is engaged in the civil war 

that holds another „wars within the war‟, such as rape, tourcher, looting, dislocating residents in 2020/21 in 

which  COVID-19 become a pandemic  is Ethiopia.It doesn't mean that  nosuch atrocities are taking place in 

other parts of the world;however, it has become so long, closer to a solid year , without solving the problems 

except a hoax behaviors that swindle citizens. For example, therecent  Israel-Palestian conflict differs from the 

Ethiopian civil war  as well as fault line war that put citizens and thier families in the  dangerous situation.  In 

fact, some scholars call the war in Ethiopia as a „civil war‟ because the war has been declared within the 

national territory of Ethiopia;however, others give the name as it is „a regional conflict‟ because  evidences 

indicate that Eritrea , United Arab Emirate(UAE), and Somial involved  directly and indirectly  in the conflict . 

For example, it is reported that the United Arab Emirate( UAE) supplied the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle(UAV) to 

the Ethiopian government, as comericial relation,  during the conflict; and the  Somalian mercenaries trained in 

Eritrea participated in the war even if it has been diened. Politically, it is possible to see the scope of the conflict 

to label it as an international conflict based on weapons and other war logistics that  have been supplied from 

different parts of the world that the author of this situational analysis holds a position to  justify; and also 

promise to conduct further research in the future. In addition, some scholars consider the 2020/2021 Ethiopian 

political crisis  as a fault line war for its nature that warlords refuse to stop war and sit for  negotiation until they 

became tired, weakened , and run out of weapons that they accumulated  to kill citizens including non-

combatants, and destroy  religious institutions while the geopolitical crisis escalates( Huntingiton, 2014, 

Black,2015;& Barnidge,2013). Now, ceasefire is declared. Why? 

 Generally, two major  types of crimes: personal and property ,  have been practiced in Ethiopia. Personal 

violent crimes , such as  murder, rape,robery and aggravated assulat; and property crimes, such as 

bulglary,larceny-theft, motor vehcles theft , arson  and others have been imposed on individuals and 

organizational properties(Shemagller;&Mingist, et al., 2019).  As far as the pandemic, COVID-19 crisis is 

concerned, the analysis covers global issues in comparative description whereas the civil conflict or war case 

concentrates on only  Ethiopia for several reasons. One of the reasons is related to  the scope of the analysis and 
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its  paradigm, limited time, as a  barrier ; and  deficit of the financial sources that put  negative influences on the 

 authors‟ assessment. In fact, the two major crises: political and healthcare,  initiated the  author to make this 

situational analysis. Finally, it is the best opportunity  to mention that this analysis  answers the following 

questions in a scientific manner with the implementation of  supportive evidence-based information based on the 

in-depth interview, and reports from various sources. The questions are:  

 

Questions 

1.     How a nation declares a war  harbors „wars within a war‟ during the  pandemic?   

2.     The warlords understand the effect of multiple wars: declared war, „wars in the war‟; and the 

pandemic?  

3.     Is someone conducting indirect research on the COVID-19  infection process related to civil 

war ?  

4.     Why is it needed to provoke society, put pressure  and force to rally during the pandemic ? 

5.     The warlords who declared war in the name of “law enforcement operation” mentally sane 

and competent?  

6.     Is this war  politically  and morally correct ? What kind of war is it ? 

7.     How  does Political culture work  in Ethiopia ? How can it be improved in the future? 

8.     What  is the rationale behind declaring  war in 2020/21 while all parts of the world have been 

striving  to find a solution for the pandemic in various ways ? 

9.     How  is it possible  to stop the  civil conflict ,civil war, fault line war, or whatever the 

Ethiopian government calls it?   

10.  Why does the incumbent Ethiopian government refuse to negotiate with opposition political 

parties that the international community, such as the United nation( UN), the  US government , 

European Union(EU), and others recommend to do so ? 

 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The research methodology of this situational analysis  uses and concentrates on qualitative explanation of the 

facts on the ground  in comparative manner in the way it seeks solution for the two major crises:political and 

healthcare. In fact, it is obvious that political and healthcare crises have implicit and explicit correlation with 

other sectors so that the situational analysis focuses on answering all relevant questions listed above and invites 

the expected  audiences to answer questions on their own perspective in the scientific manners. 

How a nation declares a warthat  harbors wars within it during the  pandemic? 

 Lets answer the top five questions in this  situational analysis relevant to war during the pandemic even the 

ceasefire is declared only at the Northern part of the nation..Until the end of of  June  , 2021, statistical data of 

the Center of  Disease Control and Prevention( CDC) and Worldometer  indicate that  182,559,650  confirmed  

COVID-19 positive, and 3,953,287  deaths reported . However, the data also indicate that  more than 

167millions  have been recovered after long time stay in various healthcare centers , quarantined for some days 

of the incubation period of the disease ; socially, physiologically and psychologically affected due to the virial 

infection which is scientifically justified  as it is transmitted via two of the  three methods of infection 

transmission:droplet and contact; but, other modes of transmission, such as airborne , fomite ,bloodborne, 

mother -to-child are under study. In fact, according to the World Health Organization( WHO) research report on 

9 July 2020, animal to human transmission has been reported as the  initial cause , but it  is still under 

investigation for verification and confirmation. In addition to the precious human lives lost in millions, 

 COVID-19  has been damaging  tremendous amounts of money and properties or  materials due to  the 

economic shutdown, increased unemployment, increased deep grieves resulting from the  loss of loved ones, 

 and the lamentations, or  mourning all over the world.  The Ethiopian government officials look careless, 

negligent , and ignorant about the the healthcare crises because they declared war and put citizens under wars 

within the war, such as as rape, torture, dislocating residents, looting properties, threatening,  frustrating 

civilians just to create fear that Machiavellians use, as weapons, to subdue people, manipulate, deceive and 

exploit others( Ball, Dagger, & O‟Neill,2019; Berkowitz,2020; Black, 2015; & Moor,2011). 

Oppositely, Ethiopian dictator regime and some opposition parties  declared war in the nation in this information 

era with blocked internet and access to the humanitarian services so that innocent citizens have been dislocated 

from their residents, shot to death by mercenaries, and local fighters, forced to live in group  in small room or 

attic to scape warlords ,  in the refugee camps , and shelters which are located at comparatively conflict free 

zones that evidenced with reports come from the international organizations, journalists and self reports on the 

social media outlets( Berkowitz, 2020, CNN, May 12, 2021). For example, millions of Tigray, Wolayta, 

Somalia,Oromia  and other ethnic groups are forced to be in artificial  famine; for example,  thousands are 

compelled to migrate to the neighboring Sudan from Tigray; Wolayta people are targeted in different parts of 

the country so that thousands  are moved back to birthplace to scape harass, threat and death  so that Wolayta 

region became  overcrowded. In fact, Wolayta is the area in which majority of Gamo, Gofa, Dawuro and others 
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live as it is the economic and trade center in the southern Ethiopia since the  end of  1890s when Wolayta was 

annexed to the Abyssinia after conquest of  the last King of Wolayta , Tona Gaga by Menelik II (Dana,2020). 

Furthermore, lack of COVID-19 testing centers in the area and absence of testing equipment as well as 

 materials put citizens in hazardous situation so that people, especially elderly and those with underlying health 

issues  have been dying in various areas of the country ;nevertheless, underestimated report of the pandemic 

cases  may represent less than quarter of the factual figurative values. In fact, evidence indicates that a number 

of elderly people are dying since the end of 2020. 

Finally, it is important to explain that  conflict induced situations have forced the societal  members to  rally in 

the form of  public demonsration without face masks, social distancing, and other preventive precautions that 

seem to be  someone is conducting research indirectly without informing the society.
1
 In fact, the United States 

Senate Resolution, S. Res.97,  117
th

 Congress called upon the Ethiopian government, Tigray People‟s Liberation 

Front( TPLF), and other belligerents related to the  credible atrocity allegations in the Tigray region and 

elsewhere to solve the issue immediately; however, Corona virus; and the worlords have simultinouselybeen 

killing innocent people . The worst issue  is that the Ethiopian government‟s argument in which the government 

officials try to connect killing their citizens with operation related to  the rule of law ; and  connecting the US 

senate‟s resolution and other international community members recommendation  with violating the national 

sovereignty.  In fact, there is no such a sovereignty on the Earth that allow  a government or state  officials  to 

order their soldiers to  kill citizens without sentencing in the court to carryout capital punishment, if it is legal; 

instead there is an international law that protects non-combatants ,children and women,  churches, mosques and 

other religious institutions from attack during war( Mingist, et al,2019; &Karens, et al., 2015). Therefore, the 

current Ethiopian government is responsible for violating human rights, and committing war crime, genocide, 

spree and serial killing in different parts of the country. The government  sponsored conflict also has resulted in 

committing ethnic cleansing because it is evidenced as only a single ethnic group has been targeted to be killed, 

and expelled or dislocated from various parts of the country. And, security forces and the law enforcement at the 

front line  chose to be silent due to the order given from the top political leaders to ignore the case. For example, 

expelling  Wolayta people from Awassa, Gamo from Burayo, Tigrains from Wolkait, Tegede, and Raya; 

Amharas from Benshangul and other places after mass murdering their family members due to create fear 

among the society which is a local or national terrorism( Schemalleger, 2019; Linebach& Kovaciss,2016).   

 

 
Fig 1.One of the  Protests against government  in Ethiopia  

Courtesy: Voice of America( VOA) Amharic service-April 21,2021. 

 No face mask, no social distancing of  millions of emotional crowd.  

                                                           
1
Lets take the assassination of the Honored AmbbassadorSeyoumMesfin and others 

,suchasAsmelashGebresilasiewho have knowledge of the world politics, political economics, comparative 

politics , International relations , political ideiologiesand and other components in practice that various nations 

follow. Assassinating AmabassadorSeyoumMesfin means murdering the Knowledged and skillful person who 

can teach, guide and train the young generation so it is equivalent to  murdering a generation. In fact, King 

Hailesilasie I was assassinated by the military junta, President Mengistu  who lives in Zembabewe ,exiled after 

decades of butchering his own people during  the proxy war of socialist and capitalist nations; prime minister 

MelesZenaw‟s cause for death was  put in limbo , and several death attempts practiced on prime minister Abiy 

Ahmed ;but the only surviving political leader is the  former prime minster, Hailemariam Desalegn, who 

volountarily resigned after protests orchastrated inside and outside the country. Serial assassination of political 

leaders in different seasons cost Ethiopia a lot among of values because matured leaders with knowledge and 

skill have been  murdered with their soft knowledge.  The worst political culture needs improvement. 
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 In fact, the death rate has been increased and it is evidenced with a number of deaths of elderly people that 

family members have been posting on the social media  outlets -with the abbreviated word-„RIP‟; and other 

forms of announcement  in the public. Specifically, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) ,such as face masks 

are very expensive in the area so that people can not afford to use facemarks, N-95, or  KN-95. Unfortunately , 

social distancing is barely used at the  religious, political, cultural, and sport events that seem to be conducting 

research illegally to check the pandemic infection transmission mechanisms. For example,  lack of awareness 

creation, lifting shutdown completely violating the Code of pandemic prevention protocol , intention to 

continue  conflict without national dialogue ,and  others indicate the government left people to die from 

COVID-19 pandemic or indicate lack of responsibility and accountability. In fact, people have been seen 

conducting demonstrations in groups after they are provoked by physical or political attack .In short, Ethiopians 

are  in a dangerous situation due to artificial factors that dictators  created due to their cruel, abusive, and 

authoritarianism which is dominated by dictatorship styles. Comparatively, in the United States and other 

developed nations, political leaders and the government took actions, such as paying unemployment benefits, 

partially shutting down unessential jobs, forcing shopping centers and other public service centers to mark six 

feet social distance standing points on the ground, order people to use facemarks in the public ,and other 

preventive methods ;nevertheless , the pandemic has been taking  millions of lives off;  and  more than  half 

million death is reported in the United States. In fact,  Ethiopian case indicates  inaccurate reports due to lack of 

testing COVID-19  death, and other health related statistical information. Therefore, it infers that some parts of 

the society are ignored to follow the COVID-19 protocol, rules, and regulations . As research results indicate, 

the highest number of death reports in the United States and other developed nations  are, maybe ,due to the 

 confounding causes of the pandemic transmission mechanisms in addition to the  droplet and contact. 

Therefore, it is not easy to blame the political leaders who continuously provided effective order to the citizens 

and all residents  to use preventive mechanisms ; have been paying unemployment benefits  and other benefits 

for  citizens and all legal residents. In Ethiopia, government leaders pay nothing to  the people because dictators 

have no willingness to give what the people deserve,instead they declare civil war that harbors „wars within a 

war‟, conflict, a fault-line war , and providing a bullet shot that has killed thousands and wounded so many 

innocents. They never worry about vaccination .Astrazeneca vaccine is given to some individuals in Ethiopia 

which has side effects that results in  blood clotting, according to EUdravigilance,  and a fatal report of eighteen 

out of 10,000 people so that many nations banned the vaccine. Absolutely , it is not only illegal but also immoral 

 to declare war against citizens in the name of law enforcement operation. So,  wrong justification that the 

Ethiopian incumbent government officials ploy to convince others is unacceptable because declaring war( civil 

or regional) has nothing to do with maintaining sovereignty, national territorial independency or other reasons 

because it is not a war to create a nation,as Tilly‟s argument, but  it is a war to destroy a nation that changed 

cold war between Eritrea and Ethiopia to the hot war with several wars within it ( Huntington, 2011; Schmaller, 

2019; Mingist et al.,2019).  Therefore, the international community should intervene as quickly as possible to 

save lives in Ethiopia for two major reasons. One of the reasons  is that some  weapons used by dictators in 

Ethiopia are directly or indirectly smuggled  from weapon producing nations; and the second reason is  that 

“injustice somewhere is a threat on justice everywhere”- as Martin Luther King once said which is quoted here( 

Schmalleger ; &Mingst, et al., 2019). Ethiopia is one of the member states of the United Nations  so that the UN 

Security Council has full right to  intervene immediately to deter  the dictators who enjoy butchering their own 

people to maintain their political power that assist them to control the country‟s  economy with the aid of 

 controlling two things: the bank and the tank.  

  

Pic2:Wolayta leaders arbitrarily arrested; and  jailedfor 10 months until the election 2021. 

Source: AWLO Media, Ethiopia, June 24,2021. 
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The warlords who declared war mentally or psychologically saneand  competent ? 

In the modern politics, war is not the first option to resolve conflict, instead modern politicians always use 

dialogue, assertive discussion, or persuasion first , even in harsh manner or using offensive words are used to 

solve huge political, economic, social, and other issues ( Dickovic& Eastwood, 2019; Mengist, et al.,2019). 

Such an approach avoids deindividuation in which individuals engage in  organized group riotic actions due to 

the influence of a group if civil war within the nation or  any military action is ordered( Harmening &Gamez, 

2016). For example, people say that Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed and his supporters from only two ethnic 

groups among 90 others show political incompetence to facilitate effective leadership. So, leaders work hard to 

avoid declaring  war in the 21
st
 century after the most known war events  because  millions lost lives; and 

tremendous amounts of property damage took place on the Earth due to domestic and international conflicts in 

the past.  However, civil wars and conflicts are still common in some parts of the Middle East,  other African 

nations, Eastern Europe,and other parts of the world even if the Ethiopian conflict has unique features due the 

theocratic propaganda in which some top leaders mingle religious preaching , as a tool, to confuse and convince 

others.  

 In Ethiopian case, several national, regional, and international community members advised to  agree to a 

ceasefire for negotiation  because they have full understanding of the causes of the war which is dominantly the 

struggle for political power that gives the winner a key to control  the political economy . So,  the-„who gets 

what; and how?‟ questions are going to  be answered by only a single group who wins the war and assures the 

dictatorship. In the other words, groupthink- the practice of thinking or making decisions as a  small group in a 

way that discourages creativity or individual responsibility becomes practical .  In this regard, groups collected 

from only two ethnic groups-the Oromo and Amhara, in Ethiopia, innovated an artificial team under fake 

ideological term-MEDEMER- which has English equivalent synonyms to „Addition‟ become dangerous because 

whoever refuses to be added in the group is subject to be subtracted ,either by death penalty by the mob justice , 

government sponsored soldiers , or other means. In fact, only two Ethnic groups are added up to create artificial 

majority in the nation for two reasons: attack  the former hegemonic party -Tigray People Liberation 

Front(TPLF) who was one of the four coilated members of the EPRDF:OPDO,SEPDM, NADM, and TPLF; and 

confuse international community reporting the artificial majority in the name of democracy or majority rule.  

However, it is obvious  that no one wins in the war; but war is a lose-lose practice in which death of combatant 

and non-combatant civilians , damages of materials from two sides, and vicarious trauma on survivals affect all 

who participate in the war and their  family members because a single war has several other wars with in it.In 

this regard, the senseless war in Ethiopia has been affecting  not only the Horn of  African nations: Ethiopia, 

Somalia, Eritrea, and Djibouti; but also all parts of the world because  Ethiopia is a second populated nation in 

Africa and  has  a number of people scattered all over the world whose family and loved ones have been killed 

in the civil war-the senseless faultline war in which only some military members continue fighting until they 

will run out of weapons, logistics, and other resources for the  war so that they should  feel exhausted to  agree 

to sit for negotiation after huge damages( Huntington, 2014). So, why do fighters and warlords  start negotiation 

before huge damages make them exhaustive ? 

 Rhetorically, Ethiopian intellectuals and others understand that  Ethiopia is not a big economy hoder among 

other nations in the world due to historically  mismanaged natural resources, landlocked territory, backward 

technological development and other leadership failurities. So, the only best strategy to improve the economic 

development of the country is collaborative, cooperative, coordinated or  team work of all citizens who live 

inside and outside the country if the conducive condition and flatform is set. For example, if the situation 

becomes complicated to manage political issues, it is better for the incumbent premier , the Noblist who won 

peace prize,  to resign as the former prime minister of Ethiopia, Hailemariam Desalegn,  who deliberately 

displayed, ,as a model, leaders of all Africans and other developing nations  in 2018 to alleviate tension related 

to  mass protest, mob movement and justice , and other  rioticconflcicts in several parts of the country that one 

of the senators of the U.S witnessed. In fact, all Ethiopians and others remember the majority of  the wrong 

accusations, fabricated political disputes, protests of immigrant Ethiopians  in Europe , North America ,and 

Scandinvian countries while the former leaders started building dams on the Nile River, GERD. Protesters 

 received support from Egypt to oppose the Tigraian , Wolayta and other nationalities who participated in  the 

shared  political power . However, based on the International law, Egypt built a huge dam on the Nile River in 

the past; and renovated the dam  after the United Nations Convention of Law on the Sea( UNCLOS) became 

effective in 1994 that  about 167 nations have joined, as  members. The Nile dispute is more of the  issue of 

Geopolitics(geographical political or political geography) that put sanctions on Ethiopia, as a constraint and 

deprives of the right to use natural resources because it is scientifically proposed as building dam on Nile will 

never pose a significant harm on the downstream nations because it is just collecting water to hit the turbine that 

generates electric power(Black, 2015;&Huntigton, 2014). In addition, desertification in Ethiopia is expanding so 

that the country must focus on afforestation or minimizing  deforestation related to  excessive usage of the 

firewood and charcoal  due to lack of electricity.  
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This siatuational analysis cordially advise Egyptians to support Ethiopia, in  thewin-win principle, in the 

afforestation process to secure rainfall cycle with increasing the natural sponge or forests.  In fact, it is 

announced by the Ethiopian incumbent government that the country  is forced to implement a costly  scientific 

mechanism, cloudseeding, that demandsSilver Iodide( AgI), modenvehcles for the process, and skillful 

manpower ,and others that the country may be unable to afford due to the technological backwardness. 

Specifically, this situationalreport  analyzer physically  knows Egypt  and feel sympatheticans assertive  to the 

nation in which annual rainfall is zero with  only less than 200 milimeterspercipetation. Therefore, Egyptian and 

Ethiopian need to  work cooperatively, and collaboratively to provide water and electricity without a significant 

harm on both anciently civilized but impovirshednations. 

In fact, the Nobel Peace Prize winner of 2019 , a youngest among all Ethiopian leaders in history, Abiy Ahmed 

ALI, came to power because the four collated political parties wanted to alleviate political tension in the 

Oromia(34%) and Amahara(27%)  population of the country. Historically, more than 95% of  leaders have been 

appointed, not elected, from the two ethnic groups except King Yohannes IV ( 1871-1889), Meles Zenawi ( 

1994-2012) of  Tigria,; and Hailemariam Desalegn of Wolaita(2012-2018) who comes from  one of the 

Southern  Nationalities who had had its own Kings, more than 50 , until Menelik II annexed the nation to 

Abyssynia in 1889 after conquering  the last King of Wolayta, Kaw Tona. Therefore, this situational  analysis 

explores the political culture in which  only two ethnic groups: Amharas and Oromos, always  fight to become a 

political leader of the rest 85 ethnic groups  which is a tyrannical approach that other nationalities always refuse 

to accept. 

 A Leader‟s Name   Ethenicity Political Ideology/System  Status  

King Tewodros II Amhara  Monarchy  King 

King Yohannes IV Tigray  Monarchy  King 

King Menelik II Shewa Amhara ? Monarchy  King 

Queen Taytu Amhara  Monarchy  Queen  

Prince Iyasu  Amhara  Monacrchy Prince  

King Hailesilasie I Oromo  Monarchy  King 

MengistuHailemariam Oromo  Military/socialism  President  

MelesZenaw Tigaru Revolutionary 

Democracy  

Prime Minister  

Hailemariam Desalegn  Wolayta Revolutiinarty-

Democracy  

Prime Minister  

Abiy Ahmed  Oromo  None-MEDEMER Prime Minister  

Source: Political leaders:Ethiopia -Zarate.eu. 
2
 

Table 1: Only three ethnic groups,among 90s, have contributed  head of the state  to the country, president or 

prime ministers even if Ethiopia is a republic. 

  In addition, there is no majority nationality or ethnic group in the country, Ethiopia, who has a population 

number  thatexcceds 50 percent. Therefore, the  abyssor a bottomless pit, is dug after the wrong innovation of 

artificial majority that adds up only „Amhara and Oromos‟ by the Noblist of 2019 peace prize who is  the 

incumbent primier of Ethiopia, Abiy Ahamed ,and his non-political ideology or philosophy , an addition-the so 

called-„MEDEMER’which is the worst politicial movement . A political movement to take powers off all ethnic 

groups and give two elites come from only two ethnicities: Amahra and Oromo ;however, Noble Peace Prize 

Committee seems to be  misunderstood as it was a reform that designed to bring social change without 

demolishing all previously established political, cultural, social, religious and other values. Ethiopia is under 

revolution of the crul juntas whose actions have resemblance to the Rewand‟s Hutu Militia. The only difference 

might be  the number of victims in which Ethiopian one needs intervention of free human right organizations to 

count all victims of the warcrime and genocide.  

Generally, in this situational analysis, the author‟sinvestagiationlead to the scientic conclusion that 

„MEDEMER’ is neither a political ideology and theory ; nor a political philosophy; however, it is just a 

movement that artificially created a majority tyranny after summing up thiert four  and twenty seven percent of 

population of the two ethnic groups  to make sixty one percent expecting the  anointment of  the noblest, as a 

king, without legal background, social ,and cultural acceptance, since the abolishion of monrarchy in the past. 

Dogmaticaly, the primier claims that  it was predicated by the biological mother of the incumbent prime 

                                                           
2
History tells us that several political activists , patriots and freedom fighters had been hunged to death 

in public during the Kings era. Derg military junta assassinated 60 cabnet members of the last king of Ethiopia; 

and Ethio-Eritrean war left thousands to be a cannon fodder , created famine that affected all voulnurble groups, 

such as children, ealderly people , women and others. Ethiopian started to the be the fastest growing economy in 

the last two decades; however, the vicious circle still continued so that assassinating politicians seems to be 

restarted ,as the worst political culture. 
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minister to be a seventh king of Ethiopia who declared civil war during COVID-19 or the  pandemic to perish 

the political oponents. In fact, it is not new to the  African continent  because one of the Central African 

Republic leaders,On December 4, 1977, Jean-Bedel Bokassa , crowned himself as an Emperior ;nevertheless, 

the United Nation Security Council and other members of United  Nations  rejected to confirm(Dickvock& 

Eastwood,2019). However, Some psychologists and health professionals connect crowning himself as an 

Emperior in the modern political era in the nation with no existing  monarchy with one of the mental disorder , a 

Garadiose Delusion, in which a person believesthat he or she has a special powers or abilities( Medical 

Dictionary; Harmening & Gamez,2019, p.84 &Donald,et al, 2018). The liberian former president ,Samuel Doe‟s 

action, MohamourGadafi‟s cruelness to citizens in the former Libya and other dictators heinous and villainous 

atrocities have also similarity to todays action of the government in Ethiopia.  So, the  delusionalking put his 

own people in the multiple wars:the pandemic;  civil war; and other wars with in a war,such as rape, torture and 

other evils.
3
 Is prime Minister Abiy suffers from delusion? It needs psychatriac diagnosis. 

 

Are Ethiopian warLords politically and morally correct to declare war in 2020/21? 

Scholars agree in the definition of political correctness,and define as it  isthe  term used to  describe a written or 

spoken language that is  intentionally phrased to avoid offending or marginalizing groups identified by certain 

social characteristics, such as race, gender, sexual orientation, or ability. Inversily, political incorrectness is 

the attitude or policy shown by someone who does not care if they offend or upset any group of people in 

society who have a disadvantage, or who have been treated differently because of their sex, race, or disability. 

Besed on the above definition and facts on the ground that reveals as Ethiopians have been killed due to their 

ethnic identity and the  incumbent government takes no legal  actions to stop killings instead sponsors mass 

killings, assasinations, ethnic cleansing, spree killings in the name of law enforcement . 

 In Ethiopia, human being is seen hunged upside down by mobs, civilains were slaughtered in their shelter by 

mobjustice , government soldiers, rebellions and others due to their ethnic background. In this technologically 

advanced era, the international community, International ,interrgivernemental,and nongovernemental 

organizations have evidences from the sattalite and other survelliance cameras, while the Ethiopian government 

uses the word “sovereignty and  territorial independency”  as if those terms are interpreted in the way they  give 

the national government to kill citizens for unknown reasons without legal trial in the court. In Ethiopia more 

than 30 people have been killed a day by the government organized conspiracy so that it is a repeated mass 

marder. In addition, ethnic groups are forcefully kicked out of the country by other enthicgroups,and the 

government choose to be kept silent because majority leaders of the top political power are from only two ethic 

groups. It becomes the worst becauec the two ethnic groups also kill each other in the struggle for domestic 

hegemony by a single ethnic group . Therefore, the author of this situational analayis urge the international 

community to put sanction on deictotors and incapacitate them in order to save lives of innocent Ethiopians who 

have been suffering from the authoritarian  regime and  the dictator elites  from only two ethnic group 

members.
4
 

                                                           
3
Psychiatrists, especially those who specialize in forensic psychology and work with political leaders, 

governmental officials and criminal justice employees, such as law enforcement or police, court, and 

correctional centers categorize mental illness under three groups:thought, mood and Anxiety or Trauma 

disorders. In addition, delusion is one of the thought disorders in which false belief influences as well as 

negatively affects an effective thinking. Therefore, the Grandiose delusion makes the person believe that he or 

she has super power and ability. So, Bokkasso and Abiy Ahmaed  self emperor crowning can be guessed 

educational as a delusion, even if it can not be a medical diagnosis. In fact, a political leader who declares civil 

war during a pandemic is active can be diagnosed with several mental disorders if a forensic or other 

professional makes an investigation.It is the  author's request to invite international community to intervene and 

stop civil war in Ethiopia because dictators put their own people in the dangerous situation and heard using the 

word-sovereignty-which has nothing to do with international community intervention to stop war as they did 

during the former President-Mengistu Hailemariam-the butcher of his own citizens( Linebach&  Kovaciss, 

2016).  
4
Authoritarian regime  is a type of government that rejects democratic leadership. In fact, the following 

five categories,such as totalitarian, personalistic dictatorship, hybrid , and  theocracy are the most known 

authoritarianisms. In the theocracy, religion is used as a tool to control others wheresas  in the  personalistic  

dictatorship, only a single person makes wrong decision that hurts others. In the Ethipian case, only the 

incumbent prime minister acts everywhere . For example, a project management, religious leadership, order 

provision to the military, and non-beneficial or costly cloudseeding technique, and others are done by the prime 

minister who is just  new to the political leadership, who lacks experience in the international relationship. The 

use of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle(UAV) during civil war at the Northern Ethiopia, Tigria, indicates that 

African and some other nations lack wisdom to effectively employe technological war devices, such as UAV. 
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In this situational analysis, as a recommendation, the author would like to ask Ethiopian regime to stop civil 

war,at least for some time until scientists will find effective , efficient and therapeutic medication, or vaccination 

for the pandemic. Politically leaders are politely asked because people are greater than their political power that 

has been abused , misused and wrongly implemented on the people, and the society who are  the sources of 

political power, and  law. In fact, the major cause for war is lack of democracy that all international relation 

theorists agree ( Minigist et al.,2019, LaBlanc,2009). In addition, it is political election season in Ethiopia so 

that the fighters should stop civil war to let the political election go in peaceful manners. In this regard, the 

regime must release all political prisoners without preconditions because all adults understand the conspiracy 

theory in which the government sponsored terror is the cause for death of prominent people, youth and others 

due to increased criminality( Moor,2011). It is crystal clear that more than twenty Wolaitas had been shot to 

death by the government soldiers in the four consecutive days for no probable, and justifiable  causes. Civil 

Amahara Minorities in Oromia region and BenshangulGumuz have been killed as a retaliation for others who 

have been killed by the Amhara militia in Tigray and other parts of the world because majority Amahara elites 

want to establish the unitary government in the nation-state which has more than 90 nationalities who  live in  

geographically separate  areas and  each of the nationality members speak their own languages.
5
 

Generally, the  civil war that the government calls in its nickname- the law enforcement operation ,  is one of the 

indicators of the political crisis for several reasons. One of the reasons is its primitiveness in which citizens of 

the same nation slaughter each other for misdemeanors that could have been solved by dialogue, discussion or 

other non-combatant techniques in the same manner as other developed societal leaders solve the problem 

before the nation is immersed into abyss or the bottomless pit. In other words, it shows inability to learn from 

othersso that  several nations became fail or fragile after  continuous civil wars,  frequent and uncontrolled 

pogroms, criminal mass muders and others. For example, the Fragile States Index,  annual report  of the 2020  

that produced by  the Fund For Peace(FFP) ,the United States based organization,  indicate that nations, such as 

Yemen, South Sudan, Somalia, Central African Republic , Demcratic Republic of Congo, Siriya Arab Republic , 

Chad and others are reported as the fragile states. It means that the states are unable to provide services to their 

own citizens, including basic needs, such as food, shelter, clothes and others. The government leaders also reject 

to implement modern and arssertive means of conflict resolution mechanisms in which avoiding combatant 

fighting is possible so that issues are solved in dialogue, and discussion . In fact,  Ethiopia is at the risk to be 

under the list of fragile states of 2021 unless the governamntal , non-governmental, and religious organizions 

work together in collaborative and cooprative manner to solve the existing problems that have put citizens and 

other residents in the malicious situations. For example, the  war in Tigray that holds other wars, mass murder in 

Oromia, BenshangulGumuz, Wolayta and other Southern Nations and Nationalities are immenent signs to be a 

fragile ntion.  The prime Minister let citizens to dislocate from their residents ,as a refugee, but invited refugees 

from  Syria in the palace to show the reactionary confusing and contradictory behviorwhich is feuled with  a 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
So, it is the responsibility and accountribity of firearm producers to give order that prohibits misuse of weapons 

after purchasing.Commercial relationship between Ethiopian and UAE politicians is less than lives of innocent 

people and property damaged by the UAV( drone). The US government, EU, and others  need to take action 

against the warlords who engaged on violating human rights. 
5
As far as the killing typology in Ethiopian is concerned, it is possible to see all the combation or sorts 

of killings, such as Spree killing, Serial killing, Mass murders, Ethnic cleaning, and  even Genocide have been 

taking place due to lack of the implementation of  law enforcement  in appropriate manner; and application of  

the rule of law. In fact, Seriel killing in which continuous murder in extended periods of times with a little 

cooling off or gap ,Spree killing in which the same person or group commit murder at various locations in short 

period of time, and a Mass murder in which more than four people are slautered at a single killing event are 

common in the past three years(2018-2021). For example, the disciple killers ,such as that of Jim Jones ordered 

the killings of 1000 people in California(USA) based on the  charismatic leadership that guided by charisma and 

cult; and similar actions have been practiced in Ethiopia so that thousands have been killed for similar cultus 

leaders. In fact, some ethnic groups are targeted to be  dislocated  from their residents so that it is an ethnic 

cleansing. It is also a genocide because those ethnic groups lack power and capacity to overcome the attackers 

who are well organized, and trained to practice genocide;however, the escape and survival of some parts of the 

targeted ethic group members create confusion to separate genocide from ethnic cleansing or other types of 

slautering innocent people who are non-combatant residents( Hermening&Gamez, 2016; & Schmalleger, 2019).  

Furthermore, Spree killing , more often, takes place by individuals or groups who want to avoid capture. 

Therefore, all the above mentioned murders are common in Ethiopia from 2018 to 2021 which need immediate 

intervention of the  local, national and international community members to solve the problems. The worst part 

of the game is that no one has been arrested by the law enforcement or became responsible , seen in the court 

trial so that it is possible to assume and  have educated guesses to conclude that the government officials are 

responsible and accountable for all the deaths.  
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defense mechanism  to hide facts and mislead the international community. In the forensic Psychology, it is 

similar to a criminal who leaves house after kissing his wife and children but shoots others  to death for minir 

issues( Harmening & Gamez,2016).Another sneaky reason that makes civil war a hazardiousactivity in nature is 

its ability to make killers supported by the national government to hide victims from the international 

community. In fact, more than thousands of people have been killed  every year in Africa ,especially in 

Ethiopia, Somalia ,Sudan and other Eastern African nations . For example,  publishedstatistical data of the 

civilian death indicates extreme  increase since  the  formation of Prosperity Party(PP)  in the vagous manner to 

became the rulling party. The statistical figurealso  shows100 ,167, and 1690 percent(%) in the regional states of 

Benshangul, Souther Nations , and Tigray respectively.  Regarding prosperty, the social structural theory  

proposed by RoberMeronposits that social disorder creates five different groups with in the society as  indicted 

in the table below.
6
 

Adaptation State Sosiety‟s Success 

Goals 

Formal and legal 

Means of 

Achieving Goals 

Correlations with 

Crime 

Remarks  

Confirmity Accepts  Accepts  No  

Innovation Accpets Rejects  Yes Prosperity Party 

Retualism Accepts  Accepts  No  

Retretism Rjects Rejects  Yes  

Rebellion  Rejects  Rejects  Yes  

Table 2. Sociatal Success in the psychological perspective. 

Source:  Forensic Psychology by Harmening &Gamez2016:Martons Adaptation(p.124). 

This situational analayaiscarefully evalauated the activities of  newly emerged  political party in which after 

reforms that collapsed the former political party that follows the political and economic ideology , 

revolutionarty democracy, which had been holding the major four political parties to form  Ethiopian Peoples 

Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF). The Prosiperity Party‟s top leaders  preache success, wealth, 

prosperity and richness; however, they have been seen rejecting the legal, safe, secured and formal means of 

success so that safety and security are compromised in majority parts of the country, Ethiopia. Civil war is 

declared at one of the Northern Subdivision ,Tigrai Region, after many innocents were shot to death in Woliata, 

Oromia, Sidama , Gedeo and other palaces . Somalia and Afar have been figting and  death of  many civilians in 

the BenshangulGumez has been continued. Therefor, innovating illegal, informal, unsafe and insecured  

strategies to be successful , prosperous  and wealthy is not a healthy approach that Robert Merton argues.In 

addition, it is possible to justify with evidence that all the criminal activities are government sponsored  because 

it has been impossible to stop  civil war, pogroms, mass murder ,and spree killing in different areas of the 

country ;nevertheless, the intrnational communities, including the United Nations Security Council members 

unanimously  advised the government to ceasfire at Tigria and start negotiation to solve the political problems . 

The ruling political party, peosperity party, innovated wrong means of success so that some group members 

from two  ethnic groups want to control all other parts of the country under the newly pubricated term-

MEDEMER-which means add up others on the PersoperityParty(PP); otherwise,thoses who refuse to be added 

or assimilated  are labeled as rebellion and put in the position to be subtracted,dismissed from political arena, 

prosecuted or even killed. Therefore, this situational analysis proposes  a recommendation to stop civil war, 

assimilative approach to form forced unitary government system in the nation that holds more than 90 

nationalities who live in different geographic areas with  relative minorities  in each ethnic group. For example, 

Amharas in Tigray or Oromo region are minorities ; and Tigrians in Orom or BenshangulGumuz are Minorities 

who need safe, secured and stabilized environment.It is just the argument in the former Yogzlavia where an 

ethnic group refused to be minority in another ethnic group. In Ethiopia , all nationalities are minorities because 

no one counts more than 50 percent. For example,  according to national statistical value of census , the highest  

numbered ethnic group, Oromo, counts 34 % and Amhara counts 27%. MEDEMER , which is neither political 

                                                           
6
According to Robert Merton who uses the model of Emile Durkheim‟s theory of Anomie in which 

Social disorder that comes from highly increased population creates deviant people. Those people with a deviant 

character can be under the following five categories of adaptation: Conformity, Innovation, Retualism, 

Retreatism, and Rebellion. Except those under the Comfrimityadaptation  who accept the goals of societal 

success, and the formal means of success; and those  stick themselves under Retulism adaptation who reject the 

societal success goals never involve in criminal activities. Other three participate in criminal activities. The 

Rebellion who are revolutionary , the  friendly ones to the Retreatism adaptation  are desperate to accept the 

societal goals of success ,and  the Innovation adaptation lovers  involve in illegal , informal, unsecured and 

forceful activities . In this regard, the ruling party supports the innovation adaptation and, sometimes, the 

rebellion groups to attack other rebellions.  Mob justice overtook the criminal justice system in Ethiopia( 

Harmening& Gamez,2016). 
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ideology nor philosophy as well as a thoery adds up the two ethnic groups to deceive the  international 

communities in the name of majority rule to form the majority tayranny( Bell et al, 2019). Thus, the comparative 

majority tyranny has been posed on the nationalities so that reactionary resistance created civil war among all 

ethnic groups that a government and the ruling party became unable to manage in peaceful manners. Generally, 

any person can take a look at the geopolitical map of the nation to  imagine the impact of crisis in Ethiopia that 

can easily affect not only  other nations of  the horn of Africa: Somalia, Djibouti, Eriteria, but also nations locate 

at the other side of red sea and gulf of aden. 

 

 
Pic 3: Map of Ethiopia with Provinces( States)  after 1983( left) & before 1983(right) 

Source: Google maps fed by the  Ethiopian Cartography. 

N.B: Eritrea and Djbouti were parts of Abyssinia before the first Ethio-Italian war ,1888. 

 

Answers for the question-“Who Can Solve the Issues?” 

African problem needs African solution because some Western African nations, such as Nigeria, Cameroon and 

others face similar challenges due to tension , conflict and chaos within the national territories related to the 

relogios , language and other economic issues.For example, Boko haram wants to establish Islamic government 

in Nigeria so that it claims that the Western civilization , political liberalism, religious freedom and ethnic 

equality are evil or haram. In the adjacent  nation to Nigeria , Cameroon, tension between Anglophone and 

Francophone  parts has been taking lives for unjustifiable reasons. The criminal imitation and diffusion 

expanded to Ethiopia so that girls were kidnapped from the university , targeted ethnic groups, such as Tigray, 

Wolaita,  and Amharas who live outside the Amhara region , kanbata, Sidama, and others were shot to death by 

the government soldiers any time when they demand political as well as civil rights. In fact,   civil war takes 

place between ethnic groups ,creeds who have various religious affiliations , political parties and adjacent 

neighboring countries ,such as Ethiopian and Sudan, Ethiopia and Eritrea, and others owings to several motives, 

as a pushing as well as pulling factors related to the  following  issues:: political economy, 

geopoliticalcompetion, and the comparative variations of the political culture .
7
 

The political economy  in which  the questions -who gets what , how and why -need appropriate response from 

the political leaders in the diplomatic discourse that focueseson the win-win principles which can be able to 

benefit all 
8
parties , interest groups, nations, and also individuls ,such as non-combanatat civilians, vulnerable 

ones ,such as   pregnant women,  

                                                           
7
Collectivism is a cultural practice in which an individual's interest is sacrificed to entertain group 

interests in  daily life activities. In Ethiopia , eating in groups either outdoor or indoor, driving together in the 

shared taxi , participating in the burial ceremony with deep cry , mourning, and  lamentation for long days in a 

group after loss of a family member or loved one are common collectivist cultural habits ,  and rituals. In fact, 

watching football or soccer , or any sport events are banned in majority developed and developing nations; 

however, Ethiopians still watch sports in public , using food outlets, such as restaurants ,cafeterias and bars in 

groups. So, Ethiopians need to alter collectivist culture due to the dangerous pandemic, COVID-19 , as it is a 

viral infection that can transmit from one person to the other by droplet needs preventive mechanisms, such as 

social and personal distancing and others. We all understand that collectivist culture is good to develop social  

relationships as far as it is safe,and secured.  
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children, people with different disabilities and have mental disorders. 

It should advocate for vulnerable people and needs to be a voice for the voiceless. In addition , the geopolitical 

issues in which the geographically induced political crisis and the reverse effect  require  not only knowledge 

but also skills and powers that assist to develop tranquility before the creation of  the proxy war  that takes place 

due to divisive international politics, hegemonic leadership ,  and military power imbalance which has 

commonly been discussed between the Western and Russia that used to divide the world in two blocs until the 

end of cold war( Minigst, et al,2019). For example, the Ethipian incumbent government invited, hired and let 

participate  Eritrean mercenaries to fight against the opposition parties in the Tigray region  and other sub 

divisional regions in order to  safeguard , stabilize political as well as economic control for the benefit of 

authoritarian regime and supporters. According to the Central progress , the Western who are allies of the US 

understand how to respond to the Russian and others to minimize proxy war. In this regard, the authoritarian 

regime can be categorized under one of the following typological groups that political scholars 

propose:totalitarian, theocracy, individualistic dictator, hybrid regime and others( Dickovic& Eastwood,2019). 

Based on this categorization, the Ethiopan incumbent government fits the theocratic authoritarian because some 

officials of the region seem to use the religious words, statements and institutions as a tool to manipulate politics 

by religious belief, which is as bad as a cult. As discussed above , evidences indicate that Ethiopian prime 

minister claimed to be the king as it is prophesied from the biological mother , and repeated as if it were  the 

prime ministers knowledge to make artificial rainfall in the poor country that lacks to own not only  inorganic 

catalysts, such as Silver Iodide( AGI), and others,  but also Unarmed Aerial Vehicle ( UAV) or commonly 

called-“Drone” that injects catalysts on the cloud for seeding  to form rainfall. In fact, cloud seeding is only  less 

than three percent effective for those developed nations who produce or can easily purchase  UAV and skilled 

manpower. In other words, cloud seeding is costly to Ethiopia if Egypt and Sudan are not willing to share a bill 

because more than 80 percent  of the Nile water source is lake Tana that flows from the mountains area of 

Northern Ethiopia and Egypt and Sudan use it for free.  

As far as the political correctness is concerned, the incumbent Ethiopian prime minister is right to claim the 

kingship or Emperiorness  for two reasons. One is the  historical background of monarachy in Ethiopia that the 

prime minster has link from the materline, if that is what it is; and President Bokkassa of the Central Africal 

Also claimed to be the Emperior of the country that failed acceptance in all the United Nations(UN) member 

countries,especially , the permanent security council members: the U.S. France, Chaina, British and Russia( 

Dickovick& Eastwood,2019).
9
 

 

The Healthcare Crisis: The Pandemic plus Civil War 

Culturally ,Ethiopians have a parable for double issues- Mumps plus Goiter.  Covid-19 is one of the Severe 

Acute  Respiratory Syndrome (SARS-2) that transmits from infected person to the other in  various ways  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
8
Based on the International war law, death of more than four(4) people at once is considered as a mass 

marder, and more than thousand people death a year is taken as war is decalerd in a country . Therefore, 

Ethiopia is under war that has been killing more than four person at every masscare and thousands lost their 

lives since properity party became a ruling political partity which is unitarian in nature . It is uncertain that  the 

unitarian government can fit more than 80 ethnic groups who have  their own languages and unique cultural 

backgrounds(Mingst,et al,2019). 
9
Civil war in Ethiopia is common and repeated from time to time. One of the brutal  Civil wars in the 

1970s to 1980s was between the Ethiopian  military Junta that gained support from the former USSR and Cuba 

just after the USA and other European Nations started to support the TPLF & EPLF, today's Eritrea and Tigray. 

Scholars argue that the former USSR made the issues very complicated so that thousands of Ethiopians suffered 

from death , poverty induced hunger and diseases due to lack of food , medicine and other basic facilities due to 

the proxy war.Now, the two former guerrilla fighters against military junta:TPLF and EPLF, became enemies so 

that the supporter of the former socialist derg military junta  labeled Tigrayans  Junta; and declared war after 

inviting and hiring Eriterians as a mercenaries. It also looks like a proxy war because two of the Permanent 

Security Council members, China and Russia have been supporting the  incumbent government that slaughters 

its own citizens, engaged on ethnic cleansing , orchestrates pogrom, and accused of war crimes by some 

developed nations. The worst action is destroying the beautiful nation of Queen of Sheba that maintained its 

territory from the European colonizers in the fast and stayed Sovereign if the definition of sovereignty is all 

about avoiding being colonized by foreign forces but differs from  the 1648‟s Westephilia definition in which 

the nations under the  Roman Empire became independent( Mingst,et al., 2019).  
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including droplets  and contact that the World Health Organization(WHO) and other health related research 

centers‟ report.Ethiopians have a parble for double issues- Mumps plus Goiter. Covid-19 is one of the Severe 

AcuteRespiratorySyndrome (SARS-2) that transmits from infected person to the other in  various ways  

including droplet and contact that the World Health Orgrnization(WHO) and other health related research 

centers report. 

Collectivism is a cuture in which individuals interest  is sacrificed to develop the group and collective interest so 

that people  are culturally encouraged to perform some individualistic activities ,such as eaing alone except in 

the banquet ,driving in its own vehicle due to lack of means of the transporation , live together in the living 

rooms together , as roomtes, due to lack of housing facilities, stay in the  immigratin camps related to the 

political turmoil that disclocates people from their residentials, and other activities. It is commonly seen that 

Ethipians have been watching live sport activities in the stadium  in the public during COVID-19 international 

order has recommended  to maintain distance become effective , eating in the public restaurants and cafeterias; 

drinks in bars in group, dance in the night clubs, and participate in the burial ceremonies together in thousands 

outise the vehicle with crying with loud voice for the loss of 
10

loved family members , mourning, lamentation 

and other. Therefore, this situational analysis focuses on informative, normative and explanatory approach to 

identify the  problems that might assist to recommend effective solutions for the existing problems.  
 

V. CONCLUSION 

Ethiopia is the only nation ,among a few, who declared civil war when people are suffering from the Pandemic; 

and  that  indicates the existence of political as well as  healthcare crisis in the densely populate  nation . The 

estimated population of Ethiopia is more than 110 millions; ranks second populous to Nigeria in Africa,and 

majority of the population are in a  dangerous situation due to the political crisis and the pandemic.The war in 

Ethiopia means war in the horn of Africa that includes Somalia, Djibiti and Ertrea ;and other parts of the 

regions. The crisis extends to the  international community because the war  implicitly and explicitly affects all 

habitants, Ethiopian diasporas, political allies, and other stakeholders negatively.    

In fact,nations of the the horn of African are facing challenges  that may trun the horn in to  horror unless the 

corrective measure are taken on time. Several scholars scare that Ethiopia is at the cross rood due to the political 

and healthcare crises and some others recommend to avoid the evil action that  happened in Rwanda or 

desintrgation of the former Yogoslavia. As a situational analysis that concentrates on the political and healthcare 

crises which have implicit and explicit impacts on other sectors, the incumbent government‟s higher officials 

lacks willingness and capacity to learn in order to protect citizens from hazard, maintain safety and security , 

provide quality services and work with international communities. In other words, it seems to be impposible to 

delegate, support, coach or direct dectators who want to bring monarchy back to declare emperiorship( David, 

2016). The tension, conflict and dispute among the four majorpolitical  groups: federalists, confederalists, 

unitarians and others ignited war so that several scholars propose various strategies to end the war  to avoid 

Rwanda‟s genocide, Yugoslavia‟s disintigrationor atrocities that forced several nations to be  fragile ( 

Richard,1999). 

                                                           
10

 Authoritarianism, as a  regime, has various forms, such as totalitarianism, theocracy , personalistic 

dictator , hybrid, and other regimes in which democratic leadership is ignored. The incumbent Ethiopian 

government uses all the authoritarian features to create confusion ; however, using religious belief as a tool to 

manipulate politics and personalistic dictatorship in which top political leaders repeatedly mentioned that the 

biological mother prophesied after dreaming as Abiy Ahamed will be the seventh Emperor. It is common in 

Africa that president Bokasso ,Central African Republic declared  Emperiorship which was refused to  get 

acceptance by the UN member nations,especially the Permanent Security Council members( Dickovick& 

Eastwood,2019).   

https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&ved=0ahUKEwisoNzu5uXYAhURTI8KHWUaB7UQFgg9MAM&url=http%3A%2F%2Fworldscholars.org%2Findex.php%2Fajhss%2Findex&usg=AOvVaw2erCZX4vmf5vbEAz4HYPXA
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Pic 4: Situational Leadership Model. 

Source:situational-leadership-model.jpg (716×678) (learningpointinc.com) 

 

Recommendations 

The war,  in whatever way it is labeled or justified its causes, needs  immediate and appropriate intervention of 

the international community to take some  major actions, such as stopping the war, providing humanitarian 

services for victims, starting available treatment to the pandemic with appropriate vaccination  and others. In 

other words, it is the responsibility of the international community to follow up the peace and security of human 

beings if the incumbent Ethiopian government is unwilling and incapable to do so.  In fact,  the intervention of 

the international community in an appropriate manner never clashes with the territorial independency, and 

sovereignty doctrine because Ethiopia is a member state of the  United Nations who  signed several 

  international conventions , and agreements of law and order related to  peace,security  and human rights. No 

more proxy war  because Ethiopians do not deserve and  cannot afford it as the severity and other malicious 

natures of the proxy war make youths a cannon fodder to  spend their lives in unnecessary as well as futile 

battles (Fox,2019; &DiNordo& Daniel, 2001). Generally, two major categories of  crimes: violent or personal; 

and property have been sponsored by the warlords . For example, violent crimes, such as murder, rape,robbery, 

and aggravated assault ; and property crimes ,such as bulglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle theft, arson, and 

others are used as weapons. Therefore,  the author believes that the United Nations,  other Intergovernmental 

Organizations (IGOs), regional organizations, and developed nations should take actions in collaborative, and 

cooperative manners to maintain peace and security in Ethiopia( Frank, 2009; Schemalleger,2019 ). Finally, it is 

highly recommendable to develop diversity in  the criminal justice system and its sections:court, police, 

correctional centers , community, and the prosecutor because all criminal justice branches are controlled by 

individuals who come from a single or only two  ethnic groups so  that  „groupthink‟ , non-diversity, 

homogeneous action, ignorance, and other political activities boost issues, impel non-democratic decisions,  and 

left all other parts of the ethnic groups to be  stooges. Specifically,  political and healthcare crises have direct 

 and indirect relation to others, such as  economic, social, educational, and other disparities, as influential 

factors. Therefore, political crises need political solutions ; and healthcare related crises, many in number, 

 require professional intervention and engagement  of all adult  members of the society to solve the problems. 

The Ethiopian government should listen to citizens‟ cry,   advices of the international community members, and 

political allies  instead of following dictators ,as role models because it is not a modern thinking to isolate 

citizens from other parts of the world, double lock in once landlocked nation, and continue butchering with 

multiple wars with in the a war.  The government must learn that  state can create war for gaining warcrafts , 

 modern weapons , such as artillery ; nevertheless, war not only makes or builds a nation, contrary to the Charles 

Tilly‟s generalization, it breaks, destroys, damages, and debunks political ideologies of a state( Tylor 

https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&ved=0ahUKEwisoNzu5uXYAhURTI8KHWUaB7UQFgg9MAM&url=http%3A%2F%2Fworldscholars.org%2Findex.php%2Fajhss%2Findex&usg=AOvVaw2erCZX4vmf5vbEAz4HYPXA
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&Botea,2008).Ethiopia is a nation of more than 80 ethnic groups who speak their own languages, own unique 

cultural values, and diverse features so that respecting each other, facilitating  formation of participatory 

political and economic arena, developing  “a salad bowl” concept or  model instead of the “melting pot” is 

compulsory to mitigate all types of crises. Based on the international human rights law, the goals of the  US 

foreign policy that focuses on the four major goals: protect the United States and Americans; Advance 

democracy: Human rights and other global interests, promote American Values and policies so that the 

international community need to take appropriate action in cooperative manner with other democratic nations to 

stop political and healthcare crises. For example, murdering non-combatant civilians, such as  humanitarian 

workers of the MedecinsSans Frontiéres(MSF) andairstikes ended in  bombing children , women other 

vulnerable people  at the market palace indicate full political and healthcare crises that needs immediate action 

of the United Nations Security Council(UNSC), the US , European Union(EU), the Group Seven( G7) and 

others including African Union(AU).Hopefully, the international community members  anticipate and 

foreshadow all the political process, such as the recent election result in which the newly created party seems to 

win 100%; and healthcare issues of the  second populous nation in Africa. It is also expected  from the local , 

national ,regional ,and international political actors to participate in peacemaking , developing resilience , and 

managing the fragile  ceasefire  at the Northern Ethiopia that resulted in  withdrawal of  the national defense 

force and allies together with  de jur or  puppet regional government who were assigned delegate members of 

the  federal unitarian dictator regime that  gives hope to  all Ethiopian provinces, subdivisions, ethnic groups 

,and regions to be reigned by political leaders who the people want instead of what the federal dictator assigns .   
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